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Why Claim, Support, and Explain (CSE)?
ACE is great, but CSE is more flexible

• CSE is different in terminology

– More descriptive, more flexible, more applicable to other uses

– Specifically applicable to Theses, Context, and Body Paragraphs

– Provides a consistent approach

– Building block of a historical argument

• One-Stop acronym 

– ACE implies there is a question to answer

– CSE provides a framework for many different kinds of arguments

– CSE is what historians do
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CSE and SAQs without a stimulus
Works like ACE, but in terms more precise, and more flexible
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CSE and SAQs without a stimulus
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CSE and SAQs without a stimulus
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CSE and SAQs without a stimulus
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CSE for Thesis Statements
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CSE for Thesis Statements
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CSE for Contextualization
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CSE for Introductory Paragraphs
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CSE for Body Paragraphs
Let’s start with a prompt and a possible thesis statement. 
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CSE for Body Paragraphs
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CSE for Body Paragraphs
Here’s how the whole paragraph with CSE could look with the rest of the paragraph highlighted. 
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CSE for Body Paragraphs
Now you try. Using this prompt, write a context statement, thesis statement, or first half of a body paragraph 

using CSE
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CSE can be an aid to sourcing!

Let’s look at a new prompt and thesis statement. 

CSE to incorporate primary sources in DBQs
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CSE to incorporate primary sources in DBQs

Let’s CSE a familiar document, the Gettysburg Address. 
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Now you try. Here’s a prompt, a sub-argument, and a primary source. Make a claim, 

support it, and explain your reasoning using the primary source. 

CSE to incorporate primary sources in DBQs
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To Recap: 
CSE is a one-stop framework for context, thesis statements, and 

body paragraphs, and document analysis

• CSE is different in terminology

– More descriptive, more flexible, more applicable to other 

uses

– CSE provides a framework for many different kinds of 

arguments

– Specifically applicable to Theses, Context, and Body 

Paragraphs

– Provides a consistent approach

– Building block of a historical argument



Questions and Discussion
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